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Abstract
We present a fast incremental algorithm for constructing minimal Deterministic Finite Cover Automata (DFCA) for a given lan-
guage. Since it was shown that the minimal DFCA for a language L has less states than the minimal Deterministic Finite Automata
(DFA) for the same language L, this technique seems to be the best choice for incrementally building the automaton for a large
language, especially when the number of states in the DFCA is signiﬁcantly less than the number of states in the correspond-
ing minimal DFA. We have implemented the proposed algorithm and have tested it against the best-known DFCA minimization
technique.
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1. Introduction
We have witnessed in recent years a growing interest in the design of incremental algorithms for ﬁnite automata
[6–8,11,15,16,18–21]. The reason behind the (renewed) interest for such incremental algorithms used for building a
minimal Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) for a given dictionary (ﬁnite language) comes from the observation that
such an incremental algorithm could have much smaller memory requirements than a “global” minimization algorithm
with little or no increase in the time complexity of the overall minimization process.
The small memory requirements for incremental algorithms (as opposed to “classical” minimization techniques)
come from the fact that the DFA for a ﬁnite language is built word by word and minimized as words are inserted
into the DFA. In this way the state complexity (and thus the memory requirements) of the incrementally built DFA
could remain small as compared to the state complexity of a trie built for the whole dictionary as a ﬁrst step and then
minimizing the trie into a small DFA using a fast algorithm such as the one described by Hopcroft which requires
O(n log(n)) time and O(n) space.
In the current paper we continue the research work in the incremental algorithms area, with the observation that for
ﬁnite languages there is the recently deﬁned concept of Deterministic Finite Cover Automata (DFCA) [5]. To conserve
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even more memory during the intermediate steps of the construction of the automaton we will devise an incremental
algorithm for DFCA. We have proved in [3] that when transforming an NFA into a DFA and also into a DFCA the DFA
can have exponentially more states than the DFCA; thus, there is a large class of languages for which the DFCA is the
desirable representation as opposed to the DFA. For the recent results and properties of DFCA we refer the reader to
[1–3,5,10,12,14]. We note that a Hopcroft-type algorithm (with O(n log(n)) time and O(n) space complexities) for the
minimization of DFCA was described in [10], but no incremental algorithms for DFCA are known.Another advantage
of incremental solutions, beside efﬁciency, is the maintenance of the automaton, since the technique for increasing the
number of words in the dictionary is already built-in. We ﬁll this gap by describing an incremental algorithm for DFCA
in the current paper. We have implemented both the algorithm from [10] and the incremental algorithm proposed in the
current paper in the Grail+ package [17]; the preliminary tests suggest that the incremental algorithm is far superior
with respect to the memory requirements as opposed to the Hopcroft-like algorithm, while no noticeable slow down
was observed for the languages tested.
The presented algorithm has complexity O(kn) in time and O(n2) in space for adding a word of size k into a DFCA
with n states. The time complexity is considered linear in literature in such a case (see [16]) due to the fact that the size
of a word from the language is usually much smaller than the size of the automaton accepting the language. Thus, we
provide a fast incremental algorithm (having the same time complexity as the known incremental algorithms for DFA
described in [21]), but with a small increase in the memory requirements. This increase is small since, in practice, the
complexity n is usually of logarithmical order of the complexity (trie size) of non-incremental algorithms. We will give
an example of a language containing 2n words for which the Hopcroft-like algorithm for DFCA requires O(2n) space,
whereas our algorithm requires O(n2) space.
For more information on incremental algorithms for DFA we refer the reader to [6–8,11,16,18–21]. It is worth noting
that the paper [7] could be very interesting as it provides a comparison between the major algorithms (incremental/non-
incremental) for the DFA, the comparison being performed using various dictionaries.
2. Preliminaries
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notations of formal languages and ﬁnite automata, cf. e.g., [9,13,22].
A DFA is a quintupleA = (,Q, , q0, F )where is a ﬁnite set of symbols, Q is a ﬁnite set of states,  : Q× −→ Q
is the transition function, q0 is the start state, and F is the set of ﬁnal states. The cardinality of a ﬁnite set A is denoted
with #A, the set of words over a ﬁnite alphabet  is denoted ∗, and the empty word is . The length of a word w ∈ ∗
is denoted |w|. The set of words over  of length at most (respectively, at least) n is denoted n (respectively n).
For a DFA A = (,Q, , q0, F ), we can always assume, without loss of generality, that Q = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and
q0 = 0; we will use this idea every time it is convenient for simplifying our notations. If L is a ﬁnite language, we
denote by l the maximum among the length of words in L.
Deﬁnition 1. A language L′ over  is called a cover language for the ﬁnite language L if L′ ∩ l = L. A DFCA for
L is a DFA A, such that the language accepted by A is a cover language of L.
Deﬁnition 2. Let x, y ∈ ∗. We deﬁne the following similarity relation by: x ∼L y if for all z ∈ ∗ such that
xz, yz ∈  l , xz ∈ L iff yz ∈ L, and we write x /∼L y if x ∼L y does not hold.
Deﬁnition 3. Let A = (Q,, , 0, F ) be a DFA (or a DFCA). We deﬁne, for each state q ∈ Q, level(q) = min{|w| |
(0, w) = q}.
Deﬁnition 4. Let A = (Q,, , 0, F ) be a DFCA for L. We consider two states p, q ∈ Q and m = max{level(p),
level(q)}. We say that p is similar with q in A, denoted by p ∼A q, if for every w ∈  l−m, (p,w) ∈ F iff
(q,w) ∈ F . We say that two states are dissimilar if they are not similar.
The following theorem gives the procedure to “merge” two similar states.
Theorem 5. Let A = (Q,, , s, F ) be a DFCA of L. Suppose that for p, q ∈ Q, p ∼A q, p = q and level(p)
level(q). Then we can construct a DFCA, A′ = (Q′,, ′, s, F ′), for L such that Q′ = Q − {q}, F ′ = F − {q}, and
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Fig. 1. Example of a DFCA and its corresponding gap table. Its language is L = {a, b, ba, aaa, aab, aba, abb, bba, bbb, aaaa, aaba, abaa, abba,
baaa, baab, baba, bbba, babb} and l = 4.
Fig. 2. The automaton W ; every transition (in this complete DFA) not drawn goes to state 7 which is a sink state.
for each t ∈ Q′ and a ∈  we have
′(t, a) =
{
(t, a) if (t, a) = q,
p if (t, a) = q.
We say that q is merged into p if we can apply the above theorem for p and q.
Deﬁnition 6. A DFCA A for a ﬁnite language is a minimal DFCA if and only if any two distinct states of A are
dissimilar.
Theorem 7. Any minimal DFCA of L has the same number of states.
We refer the reader to [5] for the proofs of the above results.
Deﬁnition 8. In a DFA A = (,Q, , 0, F ), for a ﬁnite language L, we deﬁne the gap between two states p and q as
the length of the shortest word z ∈ ∗ that distinguishes p from q: gapA(p, q) = min({|z| | (p, z) ∈ F and (q, z)
∈ F } ∪ {|z| | (p, z) ∈ F and (q, z) ∈ F }).
The gap between a non-ﬁnal state p and a ﬁnal state q is always 0, since (p, ) ∈ F and (q, ) ∈ F . The gap
between each pair of states will be stored in a matrix called the “gap” table [12]. We describe in Fig. 1 a DFCA and
the computed gap table for its states. It is worth noting that the DFCA from the ﬁgure has no sink state as the sink state
of the DFA accepting the ﬁnite language was merged in one of the other states.
For better readability,wewill set the notations for the subsequent results:L⊂∗ is a ﬁnite language over an alphabet.
We also consider C = (,QC, C, 0, FC) a minimal DFCA for L (L = L(C)∩ l), where QC = {0, 1, . . . , n}, and
n is the sink state. Let w ∈ ∗, w = w1 . . . wk , wi ∈ , 1 ik be the new word to be added to or deleted from the
language L.
We denote the minimal DFA accepting {w} (described also in Fig. 2) by
W = (,QW , 0, w, FW), where QW = {0, 1, . . . , k + 1},
w(i, wi+1) = i + 1, for all 0 i < k,
w(i, a) = k + 1, for all 0 ik and a = wi+1, or if i = k + 1,
FW = {k}.
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Let us denote by si = C(0, w1 . . . wi), 1 ik, s0 = 0 and S = {si ∈ QC | 0 ik}. It is clear that #Sk + 1.
We will consider two cases: adding the word w to the language L and deleting the word w from the language L.
In the ﬁrst case we also distinguish two other sub-cases: when k l and when k > l.
3. Adding a word to the language of a DFCA
In this section, we will give the algorithm for adding a word to the language accepted by a minimal DFCA while
keeping the new DFCA minimal. We want to construct the minimal DFCA A recognizing the language L ∪ {w}.
We construct different algorithms for the two sub-cases: k l and k > l.
3.1. Adding a word of length |w| = k l
We consider now the case where the newly added word w has length less than or equal to l. We will ﬁrst modify the
cover automaton C such that the new automaton A will accept a cover language for L ∪ {w}. The construction is the
standard Cartesian product found in [9] applied to automata. We observe that the automaton W has a particular shape
(a “line”), making many of the states in the Cartesian product unreachable.
Before giving the actual construction we note that the states of the form (p, k + 1) with p ∈ QC from the Cartesian
product will have the same transitions as in the automaton C. Moreover, such a state is ﬁnal in A if and only if p ∈ FC .
Another crucial observation is that for each (p, i) of the new automatonwhere i is not the sink state ofW (i.e., i = k+1),
p = si . Due to the particular shape of the automaton W and the fact that C is deterministic, we have that the number of
such states (p, i) is equal to the number of different preﬁxes for w. We now know that the number of states that can be
reachable from the start state (0, 0) can be at most #QC + k + 1: #QC states of the form (p, k + 1) and at most k + 1
states of the form (p, i) with i = k + 1. Thus, the original automaton C can be “embedded” in the new automaton with
its states becoming the states (p, k + 1) in the Cartesian product. It should be clear that the following construction is
equivalent to the standard Cartesian product between C and W .
We now construct the DFA A = (,QA, A, 0A, FA), with QA = QC ∪ QW ; each state q ∈ QC is denoted in QA
by (q, k + 1) and each state i ∈ QW is denoted by (si, i). The initial state is (s0, 0) = (0, 0), the set of ﬁnal states is
FA = {(q, s) | q ∈ FC or s = k}, and the transition function A is given by the following formula:
A((p, i), a) =
{
(si+1, i + 1) if 0 i < k, p = si, and a = wi+1,
(C(p, a), k + 1) otherwise.
We can now use a standard breadth ﬁrst search (BFS) algorithm to compute/update the levels of the states in QA,
as well as detecting any unreachable states of the form (p, k + 1) (Fig. 3).
The next step is to minimize this DFCA; we are now interested in detecting all the similarities in the automaton A.
To do this we will use the notions level and gap of the states as they were deﬁned in Section 2 (Fig. 4).
Fig. 3. The automaton C for the language L = {a, ab, aaa, aaab, abb, abbb, abaa} where l = 4, and the automaton W for the word w = bb where
k = 2.
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Fig. 4. The automaton A for the language L = {a, ab, aaa, abb, aaab, abbb, abaa}, where l = 4, w = bb, and k = 2. On the ﬁrst component we
have the behavior from the automaton C, and on the second component we have the states from W .
Remark 9. The level in A for the reachable states (p, i) is at least the level in C of the state p, for all values of i,
0 i < k + 1, since we do not introduce any “shortcuts”. For a state (p, i) ∈ QA, if 0 i < k, then levelA((p, i)) = i;
also if i = k + 1, we have that
levelA((p, k + 1)) levelC(p). (1)
We shall call from now on the states (p, k + 1), “original states” and the states (si, i), “cloned” states (see also
[8,21]). Therefore, the set S is the set of states with clones in QC .
If x ∈ ∗ is not a preﬁx of w, we have A((0, 0), x) = (C(0, x), k+1) and for each q ∈ QC −S if A((0, 0), x) =
(q, k + 1), then x is not a preﬁx of w, therefore levelA(q, k + 1) = levelC(q). On the other hand, if x is a preﬁx of w,
i.e., x = w1 . . . wi , we have A((0, 0), x) = (si, i).
Lemma 10. If levelA(si, k + 1) = levelC(si), we have levelA(si+1, k + 1) = levelC(si+1) for 1 i < k.
Proof. Let us assume that levelA((si, k + 1)) = levelC(si). We distinguish two cases: either levelC(si+1) = levelC(si)
+ 1 or levelC(si+1) < levelC(si) + 1.
In the ﬁrst case levelC(si+1) levelA(si+1, k + 1) levelA(si, k + 1) + 1 = levelC(si) + 1 = levelC(si+1), thus we
have that levelC(si+1) = levelA((si+1, k + 1)).
The second case means that there is u ∈ ∗ such that C(0, u) = si+1, |u| < levelC(si)+1, u = w1 . . . wiwi+1, and
without the loss of generalitywe can choose u the shortest with these properties. Therefore, A((0, 0), u) = (si+1, k+1)
and we have levelC(si+1) levelA(si+1, k + 1) |u| = levelC(si+1). 
One can note that we may have several equalities q = si = sj for some i = j if the same state q is reached by two
different preﬁxes (of lengths i and j) of the new word w. We call a state (si, i) to be the ﬁrst cloned state of q if q = si
and index i is the lowest with this property, i.e., i = min({j |C(0, w1w2 . . . wj ) = q}). The following lemma shows
that for each cloned state the level could increase only for the ﬁrst cloned state or only for the original state, but not
for both.
Lemma 11. Let i, 0 ik, be such that (si, i) is the ﬁrst cloned state of a state q ∈ QC . Then we have the following
properties:
if levelA(si, k + 1) > levelC(si), then levelA(si, i) = levelC(si);
if levelA(si, i) > levelC(si), then levelA(si, k + 1) = levelC(si).
Proof. For i = 0, the lemma is true, since level(s0, 0) = 0. Let us now consider i > 0, then levelA(si, i) levelC(si)
and levelA(si, k + 1) levelC(si).
It is enough to prove that levelA(si, i) > levelC(si) implies levelA(si, k + 1) = levelC(si). Assume levelA(si, i) >
levelC(si) then we have C(0, w1 . . . wi) = si and, C(0, u) = si for some u ∈ <i . We choose u such that |u| =
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levelC(si). We can note that u cannot be a preﬁx of w (otherwise it will contradict the assumption that (si, i) is the
ﬁrst clone of the state si). We can now compute the level of (si, k + 1): levelA(si, k + 1) = min{|v| | A((0, 0), v) =
(si, k+1)} and since u is not a preﬁx of w, we have u ∈ {|v| | A((0, 0), v) = (si, k+1)} and u has the smallest length
of all those words (from the construction of the automaton A and the way u was chosen), thus levelA(si, k+1) = |u| =
levelC(si). 
Corollary 12. There are at most k + 1 states (si, i), (si, k + 1), 0 ik for which we have that levelA((si, i)) >
levelC(si) or levelA((si, k + 1)) > levelC(si).
Proof. The total number of distinct states we consider is k + 1+ #S. We observe that there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the states s in S and their ﬁrst clone (si, i), where si = s. Using Lemma 11 for each s ∈ S we count
at most once for the two states (s, k + 1) and (s, i) (where, again, i gives the index of the ﬁrst clone). Hence, have at
most k + 1 + #S − #S = k + 1 states for which levelA((si, i)) > levelC(si) or levelA((si, k + 1)) > levelC(si). 
Remark 13. The gap between two “original” states is the same in A as it is in C, i.e., gapA((p, k + 1), (q, k + 1)) =
gapC(p, q).
Remark 14. We have that two states (p, i) and (q, j) are similar (by deﬁnition) in A if gapA((p, i), (q, j)) +
max{levelA((p, i)), level((q, j))} > l.
The following result drastically reduces the number of possible similarities in the automaton A; we will see that we
need to check for similarities only between states considered in Lemma 11 and the other states in A.
Lemma 15. The states (p, k+1) and (q, k+1) are dissimilar if levelA(p, k+1) = levelC(p) and levelA(q, k+1) =
levelC(q).
Proof. Assume they are similar. Therefore, using the deﬁnitions of similarity and gap, we have that gapA((p, k
+1), (q, k+1))+max(levelA(p, k+1), levelA(q, k+1)) > l. Since the two states did not change their levels (levelA(p, k
+ 1) = levelC(p) and levelA(q, k + 1) = levelC(q)) and the function gap does not change for pairs of states with
k + 1 on the second component, we have that gapC(p, q) + max(levelC(p), levelC(q)) > l, which means p ∼C q,
contradicting our assumption of minimality for C. 
Following the result in Lemma 15 and using Remarks 9 and 13 our algorithm needs to identify only the similarities
between the states of the type (si, i) or (si, k + 1) whose levels might have increased and all the other states in the
automaton (including similarities between these states).
To achieve this goal we will store in memory all the computed values of gap between any two states (from the
previous step) and after adding the new word to the language, use this information at the current step to compute/update
the similarities between any states.
Let us count how many similarities between “original states” may occur. Any two states q and p are dissimilar in C,
but the states (p, k + 1) and (q, k + 1), may become similar. This can happen only if at least one of them changes its
level and gapA((p, k + 1), (q, k + 1))+ max{levelA((p, k + 1)), levelA((q, k + 1))} > l, i.e., only when one of them,
say p, is equal to si , for some 0 ik, according to Corollary 12.
Looking only at the gapA((si, k + 1), (q, k + 1)) and at the new level(s) for (si, k + 1) and (q, k + 1), one can
decide immediately whether (p, k + 1) ∼A (q, k + 1) or not. To compute the (new) levels in A we need to do this
just for states (si, k + 1), which takes at most O(n) steps. To decide all the similarities between states of the type
(si, k + 1) and (q, k + 1), one needs exactly n checks for each state (si, k + 1), thus we have a total of O(kn) such
comparisons.
We now proceed to detect similarities between the states of the form (si, i) with ik and all the other states.We start
with the last ﬁnal state newly introduced, the state (sk, k). It is obvious that (sk, k) is of level k and that using a transition
labeled with a letter a ∈ , the state (sk, k) will go into a state of the form (p, k + 1): A((sk, k), a) = (p, k + 1). To
compute the gap between (sk, k) and any “original state”, assuming that we have the gap table for all pairs of original
states (see Remark 13), we use the following lemma.
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Lemma 16. For all q ∈ FC , we have that
gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) = 1 + min
a∈
{gapC(C(sk, a), C(q, a))}.
For all q ∈ QC − FC , we have then that gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) = 0.
Proof. Since the gap between states with k + 1 on the second component is not changed as observed in Remark 13,
and (C(sk, a), C(q, a)) ∈ QC × {k + 1}, by the deﬁnition of gap we obtain:
gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) = 1 + min
a∈
{gapA(A((sk, k), a), A((q, k + 1), a))}
= 1 + min
a∈
{gapC(C(sk, a), C(p, a))}.
The second part of the lemma is obvious. 
Once the gap between (sk, k) and all the original states is computed, then the gap between the state (sk−1, k−1) and
all the original states plus (sk, k) can be computed using a similar observation to Lemma 16. Denote by Sm = {(si, i) |
im} ∪ {(p, k + 1) | p ∈ QC}, where 1mk.
Lemma 17. Assume that the gapA was computed between all pairs of states in Sm. Then one can compute the gapA
for all pairs of states from Sm−1.
Proof. Since Sm ⊂ Sm−1, we already have most of the values of gapA computed; we only need to determine gapA
for (sm−1,m−1) and all the states from Sm.We notice that in one step the states (sm−1,m−1) and (p, j) ∈ Sm will go
in states from Sm, i.e., A((sm−1,m − 1), a), A((p, j), a) ∈ Sm, for all a ∈ , thus the gapA for Sm−1 can be
computed. 
The exact formula to “extend” the gapA from Sm to Sm−1 is given by the following.
Remark 18. (1) For any state q ∈ QC and for any 0 i < k we have:
(a) if (si, i) ∈ FA and (q, k + 1) ∈ QA − FA or vice versa, then gapA((si, i), (q, k + 1)) = 0;
(b) if ((si, i) ∈ FA and (q, k + 1) ∈ FA) or ((si, i) ∈ FA and (q, k + 1) ∈ FA), then the gap is: gapA((si, i),
(q, k + 1)) = 1 + mina∈ {gapA(A((si, i), a), A((q, k + 1), a))}.
(2) For any 0 i < jk we have:
(a) if (si, i) ∈ FA and (sj , j) ∈ QA − FA or vice versa, then gapA((si, i), (sj , j)) = 0;
(b) if ((si, i) ∈ FA and (sj , j) ∈ FA) or ((si, i) ∈ FA and (sj , j) ∈ FA), then the gap is computed by: gapA((si, i),
(sj , j)) = 1 + mina∈ {gapA(A((si, i), a), A((sj , j), a))}.
We can have a small speedup for the gap computation in the implementation of the algorithm by noticing that
gapA((si, i), (p, k + 1)) = gapC(si, p) if gapC(si, p) < k − i for all 0 ik − 1.
Lemma 16 and Remark 18 suggest the work of the algorithm. We ﬁrst compute the gap between (sk, k) and the
original states; we now have the gap computed between all the states in Sk . At the second step we can compute the gap
between (sk−1, k − 1) and the states from Sk obtaining gap for Sk−1. At the next step we can compute the gap between
(sk−2, k − 2) and states from Sk−1 using values of gap computed for Sk−1 obtaining gap for Sk−2. The process can be
iterated up until we have computed all the gap function for S0, which is actually the gap for all pairs of states in QA.
Once the gap matrix is fully computed, the similarities between any two states p, q ∈ QA can be determined easily
by checking the levels ofp, q and the gapA(p, q) using Remark 14.We do this just for the “cloned” states and “original”
states that change their levels, since all the other pairs of states are dissimilar by Lemma 15.
The Incremental Algorithm. We give now a sketch for the incremental algorithm proposed; a more detailed pseu-
docode can be found in the Appendix along with the C + + source code (implementation in the Grail + package).
Input C, gapC , Number, w, k, l
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Output A, gapA, Number such that L(A) ∩  l = L(C) ∩  l ∪ {w}
Build A as, described in subsection 3.1
Number[k] = Number[k] + 1 /* We updated Number[k]*/
Do a breath first search traversal starting in (0, 0) to compute
the levels of states inQA.
For all q ∈ QC
Compute gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) (cf. Lemma 16)
For i=k-1 down to 0
For all q ∈ QC
Compute gapA((si, i), (q, k + 1)) (cf. Remark 18)
For j=k downto i+1
Compute gapA((si, i), (sj , j)) (cf. Remark 18)
The gap table is now updated. We now find the similarities.
For i=k down to 0
For all q ∈ QC
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, i), (q, k + 1).
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, k + 1), (q, k + 1).
For i=k-1 down to 0
For j=k down to i + 1
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, i), (sj , j),
Reduce the automaton by merging the similar states.
We can improve performance if we consider applying Lemma 10 in our implementation, i.e., maintaining a list for
which similarity should not be checked, since level and gap information may not change. The algorithm has been
implemented in Grail+ and was tested against the algorithm presented in [10]. The source code of the implementation
as well as the updated version of Grail+ will be made available by e-mail request and also can be downloaded
from the following address http://www.latech.edu/∼apaun/cover.html. The test language chosen was
Lk = {w | |w| = k} since it was expected that this language will provide good compression results for the DFCA.
We obtained the following results 1 that show an excellent performance of our method for the chosen test language.
He have been running both algorithms on the same computer (CPU: Pentium 4 3.4GHz; Memory: 1GB DDR400; OS:
Linux 2.6.8.1 kernel (Slackware 10.0)). In the table we give the name of the algorithm, the maximum number of states
in the memory during the execution of the algorithm, the maximum memory space needed, and the time required for
the algorithm to ﬁnish (for the Körner algorithm we give the time required without and then with the trie building).
Algorithm States Memory req. Time/time with trie l #
Körner 3905 70k 1.512 s/1.961 s 5 5
Incremnt. 18 1.8k 0.461 s 5 5
Körner 19 530 1.4M 40.52 s/52.706 s 6 5
Incremnt. 21 2.2k 3.196 s 6 5
Körner 97 655 7.0M 24min 49.26 s/34min 6.944 s 7 5
Incremnt. 24 2.7k 22.420 s 7 5
3.2. Adding a word of length |w| = k > l
We start the discussion in this case by noting that if there exists x ∈ L, such that l < |xu|k and C(0, x) =
C(0, xu) = p (where p ∈ QC), then we need to “split” the state p, otherwise the word xu of length less than or equal
to k will be also considered in the new cover language. In other words, to make sure that no other words are in the
language accepted by the new DFCA A, all loops in C must be expanded to chains of length at least l. However, any
1 It is worth mentioning that the words were inserted incrementally in the standard lexicographical order to the cover automaton.We do not believe
that this fact had a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the time/space efﬁciency of the proposed algorithm.
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chain of length greater than l should go in a “sink” state with the last transition of that chain because we accept only
one word of length greater than l. We will construct the new automaton as having the level encoded in the state; thus,
the states will be of the form (p, i), where p ∈ QC ∪ {n} and levelA((p, i)) = i (the level information will be attached
to each state by construction).
We construct the following DFCA: A = (,QA, A, (n, 0), FA), where:
A((p, i), a) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(C(p, a), i + 1) if 0 i l − 1, p = n,
(C(si, a), i + 1) if 0 i l − 1, p = n and a = wi+1,
(n, i + 1) if 0 i < k, p = n and a = wi+1,
(n, k + 1) in all other cases.
FA = {(q, s) | q ∈ FC, s l} ∪ {(n, i) | i l, si ∈ FC} ∪ {(n, k)}.
Of course, QA ⊂ (QC ∪ {n}) × {0, 1, . . . , k + 1}. Please, recall that QC = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} and note that the state
(0, 0) is unreachable, therefore, we can delete it from our construction.
Lemma 19. The DFA A constructed above accepts L(A) = L ∪ {w}.
Proof. Let x be a word in L. If x is not a preﬁx of w, then A((n, 0), x) = (C(0, x), |x|). Since x ∈ L, we have that
C(0, x) ∈ FC , thus by the deﬁnition of FA and because |x| l, we also have that (C(0, x), |x|) ∈ FA. This means
that if x is not a preﬁx of w then x ∈ L(A).
If x is a preﬁx of w, i.e., x = w1 . . . wi we also have that A((n, 0), x) = (n, |x|) = (n, i). But (n, i) ∈ FA if
and only if si ∈ FC , which is true if x = w1 . . . wi . Therefore, L ⊆ L(A). We also have that w ∈ L(A), since
A((n, 0), w) = (n, k) ∈ FA.
We will now prove that L(A) ⊆ L ∪ {w}: in other words, for the automaton A, if x ∈ L(A) then x ∈ L ∪ {w}. Let
x ∈ L(A), i.e., A((n, 0), x) ∈ FA. We distinguish two cases: when x is not a preﬁx of w and when x is a preﬁx of w.
In the ﬁrst case, A((n, 0), x) = (C(0, x), |x|), which implies by the deﬁnition of FA that |x| l and C(0, x) ∈ FC
thus it follows that x ∈ L.
In the second case, x is a preﬁx of w, so A((n, 0), x) = (n, |x|). Since x ∈ L(A), (n, |x|) needs to be ﬁnal in A,
thus either |x| = i and i l, where si ∈ FC or |x| = k. In other words, x is a preﬁx of w that is in L or x = w, i.e.,
x ∈ L ∪ {w}. 
We now describe the properties of the automaton A: we can easily see that levelA(p, i) levelC(p) for all possible
values of p and i. Also, one can note that the state (n, k + 1) is a sink state and levelA((n, k + 1)) = l + 1 (Figs. 5
and 6)
Since this automaton has a particular form, we can speed up the process of completing the gap table for the new
automaton by giving some formulae for particular pairs of states.
Remark 20. (1)All states (p, l), with p ∈ FC are ﬁnal and they are equivalent to (n, k). Therefore, they can be merged
together; the gap between these states is k + 1.
(2) The sink state (n, k + 1) is similar with all non-ﬁnal states which cannot reach a ﬁnal state with a word of length
at most k − l − 1.
(3) The gap between the sink state and (n, k) (ﬁnal state) is 0.
Using the above remarks and a technique similar to the one in [4,12] we can now compute the gap function for all
states of A. For our algorithm we only need to compute the gap function for the sink state (n, k+1) and all other states.
This is done using a BFS traversal for each ﬁnal state of the graph associated with the new DFA while considering the
arrows reversed.
Once we have the gap computed for the sink state and all other states we can proceed to the next step.
Let us compute gapA((p, i), (q, j)) for states p, q ∈ QC , and i, j l.
Remark 21. If gapC(p, q) + max(i, j) l, gapA((p, i), (q, j)) = gapC(p, q).
For the states with higher levels, i.e., gap(p, q) + max(i, j) > l, one can compute the gapA table using the technique
for computing gap for a (not necessarily minimal) DFA as in [12].
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Fig. 5. The automaton C for the language L = {, a, aa, aaa}, where l = 3 and n = 2, and the automaton W for the word w = bbbbb where k = 5.
Fig. 6. The automaton A for the language L = {, a, aa, aaa}, where l = 3, w = bbbbb, k = 5, and n = 2.
For computing the gap function between the states (n, i) and all other states we use the same technique used in
Remark 18.
The minimization algorithm for this case is basically the same as for the case |w| < l, with the following differences:
(1) the initial construction has to embed the level in the name of the state, and we do this up to level l;
(2) we ﬁrst compute the gap between the sink state (n, k + 1) and all other states;
(3) the “original” states having several levels will inherit the gap table from C as described in Remark 21;
(4) the next steps are the same as in [12], computing the gap function for the “cloned” states, using a formula as given
below:
gapA((n, i), (p, j)) =
{
0 if si ∈ FC and p /∈ FC or si /∈ FC and p ∈ FC,
1 + min
a∈
{gapA(A((n, i), a), A((p, j), a))} otherwise.
Remark 22. The time complexity for adding a word of length k greater than l increases signiﬁcantly, since each time
we “expand” the DFCA for l to a DFA for L ∪ {w} we can have an explosion in the number of states. This behavior is
expected mostly in the case when n is much smaller than k.
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To avoid such explosions, the best choice is to start the incremental algorithm with the longest word in the language.
Similarly, l could be found by scanning the input language beforewe begin addingwords (this is howour implementation
functions). When this cannot be done due to speciﬁc restrictions imposed by the problem/language considered, one
should try to add it as soon as possible.
4. Deleting a word in the DFCA
When we delete a word from a ﬁnite language, we distinguish two cases:
• after deletion the length of the longest word in L − {w} has changed from l to l′ < l or
• the length of the longest word in L − {w} has not changed.
In the ﬁrst case, by deleting the word, the length of the longest word will decrease, therefore, the new minimal cover
automaton must be constructed using the new length, thus more similarities could appear between states because of
the change in l. In order to speed up the algorithm we keep track of the number of words of a given length in an array
Number of length l. If Number[l − 1] = 0, the new l becomes the largest i less than l for which Number[i − 1] = 0.
We will use the same standard Cartesian product construction as for adding a word of length less than or equal to l
modifying the automaton C such that the new automaton A will accept a cover language for L \ {w} (only the ﬁnal
states are computed different).
We construct the DFA A = (,QA, A, 0A, FA), with QA = QC ∪ QW ; each state q ∈ QC is denoted in QA by
(q, k + 1) and each state i ∈ QW is denoted by (si, i). The initial state is (s0, 0) = (0, 0), the set of ﬁnal states is
FA = {(q, k + 1) | q ∈ FC} ∪ {(si, i) | si ∈ FC, 0 i < k}, and the transition function A is given by the following:
A((p, i), a) =
{
(si+1, i + 1) if 0 i < k, p = si, and wi+1 = a,
(C(p, a), k + 1) otherwise.
Similar to the case of adding a word, we can now use a standard BFS algorithm to compute/update the levels of the
states in QA, as well as detecting any unreachable states of the form (p, k + 1).
The next step is to minimize this DFCA; we are now interested in detecting all the similarities in the automaton A.
To do this we will use the level and gap information computed for the automaton A.
We can see that most results in Section 3.1 for adding a word are also valid for word deletion; more precisely Lemma
10, Lemma 11, Corollary 12, and Remark 13 are also valid.
Remark 23. Remark 14 is also valid but in this case we have to consider l the length of the longest word in L − {w}.
Since the length may decrease, Lemma 15 is valid only for the case when l is unchanged, for all other cases we have
to check for similarity for all pairs of states (p, k + 1), (q, k + 1), using gap and level information.
For updating the gap table Lemma 16 is no longer valid for this case and will be replaced by the following lemma:
Lemma 24. For all q ∈ FC , we have that gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) = 0.
For all q ∈ QC − FC , we have that
gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) = 1 + min
a∈
{gapC(C(sk, a), C(q, a))}.
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 16, considering the fact that in Lemma 24 (sk, k) is not a ﬁnal state.
Lemma 17 is also a valid for this case and therefore the sequence for updating gap table/similarity will be the same.
The exact formula for computing gapA for Sm−1 once we know gap for Sm is given in the Remark 18.
Lemma 24, Remarks 18 and 23 suggest the work of the algorithm in the case of word deletion:
The Incremental Algorithm. We give now a sketch for the incremental algorithm proposed; a more detailed pseu-
docode can be found in the Appendix along with the C + + source code (implementation in the Grail+ package).
Input C, gapC , Number, w, k, l
Output A, gapA, Number
Build A as, described in Subsection 4
Do a breath first search to compute levelA(p, i) for all (p, i) ∈ QA.
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Number[k] = Number[k] − 1 /* We updated Number[k]*/
For all q ∈ QC
Compute gapA((sk, k), (q, k + 1)) (cf. Lemma 24)
For i=k-1 down to 0
For all q ∈ QC
Compute gapA((si, i), (q, k + 1)) (cf. Remark 18)
For j=k downto i+1
Compute gapA((si, i), (sj , j)) (cf. Remark 18)
The gap table is now updated. We now find the similarities.
If k = l and Number[k] = 0 then
update l
For all p, q ∈ QC
Compute similarity for all the pairs (p, k + 1), (q, k + 1).
For i=k down to 0
For all q ∈ QC
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, i), (q, k + 1).
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, k + 1), (q, k + 1).
For i=k-1 down to 0
For j=k down to i + 1
Compute similarity for the pairs (si, i), (sj , j),
Reduce the automaton by merging the similar states.
The same optimization based on Lemma 10 can also be implemented in this case.
5. Final remarks
Our incremental algorithm described in Section 3.1 is fast, but it was observed (see e.g. [21]) that such an incremental
algorithm could be modiﬁed to run even faster if one can perform a preprocessing (which is in fact sorting) of the input
set of strings. We already have good results in this direction and submission of another paper describing an incremental
algorithm for sorted input data is expected. The string subtraction has a similar algorithm to the string addition,
and the complexity is similar. We also plan to conduct more experiments using real dictionaries and compare the
difference in the memory requirements between our incremental algorithms and other DFCA minimization algorithms.
It is also worth noting that the string addition algorithm for the case when |w| > l can produce a high number
of states, thus it is now efﬁcient to ﬁrst scan the words in the language and ﬁnd the longest word (requires O(n)
time), and then to start the algorithm with the longest word in L. The discussion for the case |w| > l is valuable
if one needs the ability to update (may be later) the language; for example, adding a new word to a spellchecker
should permit also the addition of longer words. It is open whether a faster algorithm for the case |w| > l can be
devised, or whether one can design an incremental algorithm of linear space for the string addition into the language of
a DFCA.
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Appendix A. The pseudocode for the algorithm
Input: A DFCA C = (,Q, 0, , F ) for the language L with the length of the largest word l. We also have as input the
new word to be introduced or deleted w with |w| l, and the precomputed arrays Number, level and gap which store
the number of words of each length in the language, levels of the states and the gaps between states, respectively.
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Output: A DFCA A = (,Q′, 0′, ′, F ′) for the language L∪ {w} (or L \ {w}) with the arrays Number, level and gap
updated.
if we are: adding w and w ∈ L, removing w and w ∈ L, or if |w| > l return /* do nothing in these cases*/
let k = |w|
create k + 1 new states with the labels n, n + 1, . . . , n + k − 1, n + k
if we are adding a word, the state n + k is ﬁnal; otherwise, it is not ﬁnal.
create the arrays old of size k + 1 initialized with −1 and merged of size n + k + 1 initialized with 0. old[0] = 0
for i = 1 to k do old[i] = (old[i − 1], w[i])
new = n
for i = 0 to k − 1 do
for all a ∈  do (new, a) = (old[i], a)
(new, w[i]) = new + 1; new = new + 1
for all a ∈  do (n + k, a) = (old[k], a)
Apply the Breadth First algorithm starting in n and compute/update the levels of all states old[i] with 0 ik. If such
a state p becomes unreachable, then merged[p] = 1
for j = 0 to n − 1 do /*we compute the gaps between old states and n + k*/
if j ∈ F then gap[n + k, j ] = 0; gap[j, n + k] = 0
else min = l + 1
for all a ∈  do
currentgap = gap[(j, a), (old[k], a)]
if min > currentgap then min = currentgap
gap[n + k, j ] = min + 1; gap[j, n + k] = min + 1
for i = n + k − 1 down to n do
for j = 0 to n − 1 do /*ﬁnd the gaps between i and the old states*/
min = l + 1
for all a ∈  do
currentgap = gap[(j, a), (i, a)]
if min > currentgap then min = currentgap
gap[i, j ] = min + 1; gap[j, i] = min + 1
for j = i + 1 to n + k do /*ﬁnd the gaps between the new states*/
min = l + 1
for all a ∈  do
currentgap = gap[(i, a), (j, a)]
if min > currentgap then min = currentgap
gap[i, j ] = min + 1; gap[j, i] = min + 1
/* We have the gap matrix completely computed, thus the similarities between the new states and the original states
can now be detected */
for j = 0 to k do
if old[j ] = i and merged[i] + merged[j ] = 0 then
lev = max(level[old[j ]], level[i])
if gap[old[j ], i] + lev > l then merge(i, old[j ])
If we add the word w then Number[k] = Number[k] + 1
else /* we erase the word w*/
Number[k] = Number[k] − 1
if k = l and Number[k] = 0 then
temp = k − 1
while (Number[temp] = 0 and temp > 1) do temp = temp − 1
l = temp
for i = 1 to n + k
for j = 1 to n + k
lev = max(level[i], level[j ])
if gap[i, j ] + lev > l then merge(i, j )
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for i = n + k down to n do /* if l was reduced, i = n + k down to 0 */
for j = i − 1 down to 0 do
if merged[j ] = 0 then lev = max(level[i], level[j ])
if gap[i, j ] + lev > l then merge(i, j )
/* We now delete the rows and columns from the matrix gap for the states that were deleted (either merged or
unreachable)*/
swap(0, n) /* the new start state n is swapped with the old start state*/
i = 1; j = n + k
while (i < j ) do
while (merged[j ] = 1) do j = j − 1 /*j points to the last state that does not disappear*/
while (merged[i] = 0) do i = i + 1 /* i points to the ﬁrst state that disappears */
swap(i, j ) /* we update the gap level and merged arrays*/
i = i + 1; j = j − 1
Appendix B. The implementation in GRAIL + of the algorithms presented
The source code of the implementation as well as the updated version of Grail+ will be made available by e-mail req-
uest and also canbedownloaded from the following addresshttp://www.latech.edu/∼apaun/cover.html.
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